DATASHEET GSCaptive
GSCaptive is the plug-in captive portal solution for hotels, ships, offices and all other professional environments.
Manage, limit and account the Internet access for your guests, passengers or employees. A sophisticated grouping and
tariff system fits the needs for all from simple to enhanced pricing models. For accounting a variety of back-ends are
available including RESCO SMS and Fidelio Cruise SPMS connectors or use our built-in AAA-system. The modular
structure of GSCaptive also enables a low cost integration of new back-ends upon request. The login page can be
customized to fit your cooperate design.
This captive portal solution gives you control over the online time and/or traffic of each user, number of devices per
user, DNS server and filters (walled garden and black lists). Block individual users, whole groups or shut down the
Internet access completely. All this comes with a modern, cross platform HTML5 web front-end with configurable permissions for administrators, manage your captive portal from everywhere, even from a tablet! The software is installed
as an appliance which is ready for KVM and VMware virtualization. All configuration is done using the web front-end.

Accounts & Groups
All accounts are managed in groups which can be
defined freely. Accounts from external back-ends like
RESCO SMS or Fidelio Cruise SPMS are imported and
updated automatically when the account logs in for the
first time. Accounts and groups can be kicked or even
blocked to restrict Internet access. To protect users a
credit limit can be defined for each account and the
account can be deactivated automatically when a
specific date is reached.

Tariffs
Create tariffs which exactly fit your needs. Pricing
models include pay-by-time, by volume, flat rates and
prepaid tariffs. A tariff can come with free bonus time
and/or bonus volume and applies to a selected user
group or all users. The number of concurrent devices
can be limited as well as the date until a tariff is available to book. For cost control billing intervals allow fine
grained accounting and a cost limit can be activated to
protect the users.

Create tariffs that
fit your needs!
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Bookings
Easily manage the bookings of your users with the booking wizard in an intuitive two-step process. Start with
searching the targeted user using the auto-complete
search form. Then find all information about the user on
the left, along with active and historical bookings. Active
bookings can be deleted and new bookings can be
added using the drop-down box on the right.

DNS & Filters
With GSCaptive you get full control over the DNS
server and configure allowed IPs of your users. Use the
sophisticated user interface to define DNS rules with
regular expressions. Add IP addresses to the walled
garden to allow users free access to sites like your
homepage, tourist or flight information or block IP
addresses by using filters.

Statistics
The built-in statistics module allows the inspection of
your captive portal. Show live information about the
number of current sessions, logins and logouts of users.
Also view server statistics like CPU & memory usage
and network load. All these information is also available
to your external systems. This enables you to integrate
GSCaptive into your existing monitoring infrastructure.

Take full control
of your internet
connection!

Events & Session Logging
GSCaptive offers an extensive logging system to analyze
sessions, user and system events. Using the built-in tools
entries can be queried to exactly identify for example
bookings made by users, detailed session data or system
offline time. This enables the operator to examine
actions and costs of the users right at the front desk.

Role Management
The captive portal solution comes with a fine grained
user and role management for administrators (RBAC).
Permissions can be organized in roles, each service desk
manager has a set of roles that exactly define which
functions of GSCaptive can be used and what the
administrator will see in the front end. Roles can be
combined for even more comfort. This can be used to
create for example a front desk user who will only be
able to manage bookings and take a look at sessions.

User Login
The users‘ login page is fully localized (can be maintained from the admin front-end), has a responsive
design for various resolutions and works well on mobile
devices. It is also easy to change the design to fit your
corporate identity and can be included into existing
websites or CMS systems. During a captive portal
session the user can watch details of their session in a
pop-up status window.

Developed
for hospitality
and professional
environment!

Feature matrix
Virtual appliance via KVM / VMWare or delivery as hardware appliance

Supported Platforms

■

Minimum Requirements

■ 5GB

Authentication
Back-Ends

■ Internal Accounts

Account Management

■ Generate

Tariffs & Bookings

■ Select

HDD (incl. OS), 4GB RAM, 2 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
■ CPU depending on number of parallel users
■ External

RESCO SMS
■ External Fidelio Cruise SPMS
■ Others upon request
passwords for new accounts
■ Set account status, validity period and credit limit
■ Print PDFs or send e-mail with account information
■ Manage Bookings
from 4 pricing models: Time / Volume based, Flat rate, Prepaid
bonus time or volume when booking tariff
■ Set maximum number of clients for tariff
■ Set validity period for tariffs
■ Define session idle timeout based on minimum traffic
■ Decide if a tariff is bookable by clients or by administrators only
■ Give

Internet Control

■ Disable

Internet for all users
■ Kick specific devices
■ Kick / Ban individual users
■ Kick / Ban complete user groups
■ Overwrite DNS Entries
■ Grant permanent access for devices
■ Block web sites by IP address (filter list)
■ Enable free access to web sites (walled garden)

Events & Logging

■ Detailed

Permissions
Management

■ Fine

Configuration &
Preferences

■ Configure

client device information available
■ View session details
■ Generate status graphs
■ Show and search system events
grained permissions for administrators available
■ Define roles for admin accounts (RBAC)
■ Create limited accounts e.g. for front desk
captive portal from web front-end
■ Set Preferences for each admin account
■ Localize user front-end messages

Don‘t hesitate to
contact us for further
information!
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